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Welcome...
We’re pleased to welcome you to our 2016 Politics & International Relations catalogue, and to our range of new and bestselling titles.
We remain committed to bringing the key thinkers, debates, and guides to our readers, whether that be in our introductory or higher-level
textbooks, handbooks, multi-volume reference works or our journals. 2016 sees the publication of some really exciting new resources,
covering topics including non-traditional security studies, sport politics, diplomacy, immigration, electoral behaviour, and international
relations and religion.
We do, of course, have a huge range of titles not included in this catalogue, and so make sure you have a look round our website – why not
start at our new dedicated Politics & International Relations page, on which we’ll be profiling new books, sharing news and thoughts
from our authors and conferences we attend, and highlighting the latest research in our journals. You can also connect with us on Twitter
at @SAGECQPolitics.
The SAGE Politics & International Relations Video Collection will also be launching in 2016. The collection, which comprises over 140 hours
of video including in-depth interviews from global experts, case studies, ‘In Practice’ videos, and carefully curated licensed film content
from sources such as BBC Worldwide, emphasises international representation, the highest levels of academic credibility, real world
practice, and strong curriculum fit. It’s a really exciting new resource, helping to elevate the teaching, learning, and research experience.
You can find out more here.
The SAGE Politics & International Relations Team
@SAGECQPolitics
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Political Theory & Thought

CAPITALISM
AND BUSINESS
Four-Volume Set
Edited by Leo McCann
Manchester Business School

THE CHALLENGE
OF POLITICS
An Introduction to
Political Science
Fifth Edition
Neal Riemer, Douglas W Simon both at Drew University
and Joseph Romance Fort Hays State University
This book helps students to see how the subfields of political science
converge around a set of crucial questions: can we as citizens and
students articulate and defend a view of the good political life and
its guiding political values? Can we bring political wisdom to bear on
judgments about politics and public issues? Can we develop a science
of politics to help us understand significant political phenomena - the
empirical realities of politics?

Debates around the origins, nature, value,
effectiveness and sustainability of various
'models' of capitalism have become
increasingly prominent since the collapse
of the state socialist political and economic
systems in the early 1990s. While comparative studies of the differing
configurations of business and political systems have always been
relevant and important, these discussions toward the end of the 20th
century marked the arrival of the distinct field of study often labelled
the 'varieties of capitalism' school of thought. Developments in the
field and in the broader macro-economy since that time have been very
substantial, and the literature selected for this Major Work provides a
much-needed comprehensive overview of these developments, going
back to the Cold War era to explore some of the earlier discussions of
the divergence and convergence of 'industrial models', and progressing
back through to the modern day by incorporating critiques and newer
developments in 'varieties of capitalism' theorizing.
CONTENTS
Volume One: Theoretical Foundations of the Comparative Study of Capitalism and
Business / Volume Two: Classic and Historical Accounts of Capitalism and Business /
Volume Three: Contemporary Empirical Investigations of Varieties of Capitalism / Volume
Four: Critiques and Revisions of the Varieties of Capitalism Paradigm

SAGE LIBRARY IN BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

The book equips students with the tools they need to explore the impact
of philosophy and ideology, to recognize major forms of government, to
evaluate empirical findings, and to understand how policy issues directly
affect people's lives. This Fifth Edition includes updated content on
recent international events throughout.

November 2015 • 1264 pages
Cloth (9781473902220) • £625.00

CONTENTS

DEMOCRACY IN DECLINE

Part I: Rules of the Game / Games Politicians Play / Politics and Choice / Political Science:
Components and Controversies / The Physical, Social, and Cultural Envirionment of
Politics / Part II: Political Philosophy and Ideology / The Quest for the Good Political Life /
Liberal Democracy / Democratic Socialism and Communism: Ideologies of the Left / Part
III: American, Comparative and World Politics / Key Dilemmas: Political Form, Culture and
Values / American Politics and Government / Comparative Politics / International Politics
and the Global Community / Part IV: Political Judgment and Public Policy / War and Peace
in the Modern Age / The Battle on Behalf of Human Rights / The Struggle for Economic
Well-Being / The Imperative of Ecological Health
March 2016 • 520 pages
Paper (9781506323473) • £70.00

THE POLITICS OF FEAR
What Right-Wing Populist
Discourses Mean
Ruth Wodak University of Lancaster
Ruth Wodak traces the trajectories of
right-wing political parties from the margins
of the political landscape to its centre, to
understand and explain how they are
transforming from fringe voices to persuasive
political actors who set the agenda and frame
media debates. Laying bare the normalization
of nationalistic, xenophobic, racist and antisemitic rhetoric, she builds
a new framework for this 'politics of fear' that is entrenching new social
divides of nation, gender and body.

Rebuilding its Future
Philip Kotler Kellogg School of Management
The world is undergoing unprecedented change with the Internet,
globalization, climate change, and the growing concentration of wealth
and income which is marginalizing, disenfranchising and disempowering
lower and middle income citizens.
However democracy, the key political system for tackling these issues,
is under threat. Not enough citizens are politically informed and nearly
half of the population doesn't vote out of apathy or cynicism. The voting
system is flawed and governments are gridlocked. Lobbyists hold
growing influence over politicians and election candidacy requires
substantial funding. Power is ultimately retained by those who already
have it.
Philip Kotler confronts this gloomy outlook with some potential solutions
and a positive message; that a brighter future awaits if we can come
together and save democracy from its decline. Here is an opportunity
for all of us to join the conversation, exercise our free speech and get on
top of the issues that affect our lives. Let the rebuilding process begin...
August 2016 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781473980495) • £60.00
Paper (9781473980501) • £18.99

September 2015 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781446246993) • £70.00
Paper (9781446247006) • £23.99
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Political Theory & Thought

THE LIMITS OF
NEOLIBERALISM

SPORT POLITICS

Authority, Sovereignty
and the Logic of Competition

Edited by Jonathan Grix
University of Birmingham

William Davies Goldsmiths,
University of London

The study of sport has seen rapid expansion
in recent years, expanding into more and
more disciplines including sociology, history,
international relations and politics, and for the
first time, defining articles on the key issues
in sport politics from the last 40 years have
been brought together in a single resource,
allowing for a nuanced examination of key developments and possible
future directions. The collection is divided across four volumes, each
addressing a key theme of sport politics:

Questions both the sovereignty of
markets and the principles of competition
and competitiveness that lie at the heart
of the neoliberal project. A brilliant piece
of work... essential reading for anyone
interested in the politics and economics
of contemporary capitalism
- Nicholas Gane, University of Warwick

Four-Volume Set

Volume One: Sport in History
Volume Two: Sport and International Relations

PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THEORY, CULTURE & SOCIETY

Volume Three: Sport and Domestic Policy

2014 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781446270684) • £89.00
Paper (9781446270691) • £27.99

Volume Four: The Politics of Sport
SAGE LIBRARY OF SPORTS STUDIES
February 2016 • 1224 pages
Cloth (9781473914513) • £625.00
Special Introductory Offer: £550.00

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL
SELF
Fabricating a New Type
of Subject
Ulrich Bröckling
Being an entrepreneur is more than just
a profession or even a vocation, nor is it
merely a variety of economic activity or the
legal status of being self-employed. It is an
interpellation to everyone. An entrepreneurial
self is something we all are supposed to strive for. In Western societies,
the imperative to orientate thinking and behaviour on the objective of
market success has become ubiquitous.
The call to act as entrepreneurs of our own lives initiates and sustains a
never-ending process of constantly shaping the self. One is only ever an
entrepreneur à venir, only ever in a state of becoming one, never of being
one. As such, a system must produce winners and losers, programmes
for self-management and coaching flourish aiming on the optimization
of the personality.
The call for entrepreneurship may tap unknown potential but it also leads
to permanent over-challenging. It may strengthen self-confidence but it
also exacerbates the feeling of powerlessness. It may set free creativity
but it also generates unbounded anger. Competition is driven by the
promise that the most capable will reap the most success, but no amount
of effort can remove the risk of failure. The individual has no choice but
to balance out the contradiction between the hope of rising and the fear
of decline, between empowerment and despair, euphoria and dejection.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
A Global Perspective
Leonardo Morlino Scuolo di Governo, LUISS, Dirk Berg-Schlosser
Philipp University of Marburg and Bertrand Badie
This is a new, advanced-level introduction to political science from the
internationally renowned, award-winning team behind the International
Encyclopaedia of Political Science.
With breath-taking scope, and moving beyond the mainstream
'traditional' approach, the book is a progressive account of the increasing
interrelationships and interactions of different levels of politics, from
the individual and local, to the national and international, in today’s
'glocalized' world.
Key features:
• systematically guides the reader through all key areas of political
science: origins, methodological foundations, key topics, and current
issues in a series of short, incisive chapters
• takes an international and pluralist perspective with all issues explored
in a comparative way related to different cultural and historical contexts
• learning features including boxed descriptions of major concepts,
further reading and self-assessment questions at the end of
each chapter.
December 2016 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781412962131) • £85.00
Paper (9781412962148) • £29.99

Ulrich Bröckling's seminal sociological study analyses these ambivalences
and points it to a critical diagnosis of contemporary society.
CONTENTS
Genealogy of Subjectification / Tracing the Contours of the Entrepreneurial Self / The
Rationality of the Entrepreneurial Self / The Truth about the Market: Variants of NeoLiberalism / The Four Functions of the Entrepreneur / The Contractual World / Strategies
and Programmes / Creativity / Empowerment / Quality / Projects / Conclusion: Lines of
Flight – The Art of Being Different Differently
December 2015 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781473902336) • £75.00
Paper (9781473902343) • £26.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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World Politics

CONCEPTS IN WORLD POLITICS
Edited by Felix Berenskoetter SOAS, University of London
Recognizing the complexity of the study of international relations, and
in contrast to most textbooks, this book puts concepts front and centre,
systematically unpacking them in a clear, critical and engaging way.
Covering eighteen core concepts, from globalization to democracy,
sovereignty to peace, it focuses on:
• The multiple meanings of a concept, where these meanings come
from, and how they are employed theoretically and practically
• The consequences of using concepts
• The method of concept analysis
Drawn together this book exposes different ways of framing the world,
making it an indispensable resource for the study of world politics.
August 2016 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781446294277) • £85.00
Paper (9781446294284) • £27.99

QUESTION TIME WITH FELIX BERENSKOETTER
Why should we pay attention to ‘concepts’
when analyzing world politics?
Concepts play a central role in our attempt to understand the
world, whether in everyday language or in academic analyses.
They help to order a messy reality and make sense of events and
developments; they shape assumptions and guide the explanations we
have about world politics. As such, concepts are fundamental to the study
of international relations, and we should pay careful attention to them for
two related reasons.
First, concepts not only cluster and classify but also constitute social
reality. Terms like power, poverty, security or peace are not simply innocent
words to describe things, telling us who is powerful, or poor, how to be
secure or to build peace. They carry and create particular meanings,
which we then often (mis)take for common sense. Second, while we
may want concepts to be simple, they are in fact quite complex. Once
we take a closer look at them, we discover that power and poverty can
be understood and measured in very different ways, and that there are
significant disagreements over the meaning of security, or peace. Indeed,
any given concept has multiple meanings, which has evolved throughout
history, is embedded in different theories and used in various ways by
political actors.
Scholars of world politics tend to recognize the constitutive power and the
complexity of concepts. And while reflecting on our favourite concepts and
the different ways they are used can be unsettling, it is indispensable if
we want to avoid intellectual complacency and cognitive closure. It makes
us more aware of how open and contested they are, and what happens
if a concept is used in one way rather than another. That is, it not only
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highlights alternative ways of looking at
the world, it also shows what concepts
do, what function they perform both
in everyday life and in ‘high politics’.
Thus, paying attention to the multiple
forms and performances of concepts
can provide valuable insights into the
creation and maintenance of sociopolitical order. Most importantly, it
makes us sensitive to the terms we
use, and how we use them, which
turns us into better students,
teachers and scholars.

Why do you feel the
study of International
Relations is important?
T he acade mic discipline of
International Relations (IR) is
concerned with ‘world politics’ - which all of us are part
of, in some way. And it is very important that we study our world and the
forces shaping it, not only to understand them better, but also to give us
the ability to intervene. The challenge is that we actually inhabit and move
in, and sometimes across, different ‘worlds’; and we experience
and observe various kinds of ‘politics’. So the subject matter is very
broad! Some IR scholars see this is a problem; to me it just means
that IR is a multidisciplinary field of study, which makes it incredibly
rich, fascinating and fun.

+44 (0)20 7324 8700

www.sagepub.co.uk

World Politics

COMPARING
DEMOCRACIES
Elections and Voting
in a Changing World
Fourth Edition
Lawrence LeDuc University of Toronto,
Richard G Niemi University of Rochester
and Pippa Norris Harvard University

POLITICAL HANDBOOK
OF THE WORLD 2014

The group of contributors [...] is again
outstanding. It introduces some of the most important new work
on those issues to the broader community of scholars interested
in elections and democracy. For all these reasons, Comparing
Democracies will remain a must-read for students and
lecturers of elections and voting behaviour, comparative
politics, parties, and democracy

Two-Volume Set
Edited by Tom Lansford University of
Southern Mississippi, Gulf Coast

- Professor Hermann Schmitt, University of Manchester

No other resource matches the timely,
thorough, and accurate political information
provided by the best-selling Political
Handbook of the World. With more in-depth
coverage of current political controversies
than any other reference guide, the updated 2014 Edition is the most
authoritative source for finding complete facts and analysis on each
country's governmental and political makeup. Featuring more than 200
entries on countries and territories throughout the world, this volume
is renowned for its extensive coverage of all major and minor political
parties and groups in each political system. It also provides names of
key ambassadors and international memberships of each country, plus
detailed profiles of more than 30 intergovernmental organizations and
UN agencies.

Providing students with a theoretical and comparative understanding
of the major topics related to elections and voting behaviour, this book
explores important work taking place on new areas, whilst at the same
time covering the key themes that they'll encounter throughout their
studies. This new edition now includes:
• new chapters on authoritarian elections and regime change, and
electoral integrity
• a chapter dedicated to voting behaviour
• increased emphasis on issues relating to the economy.
CONTENTS
Introduction: Democracy and Autocracy / Electoral Institutions and Representation /
Parties and Party Systems / Citizenship and Participation / Election Campaigns / The
Political Representation of Women and Minorities / The Elusive Economic Vote / Voting
Behavior: Choice and Context / Electoral Integrity and Political Legitimacy / Authoritarian
Elections and Regime Change / Conclusion: Why Elections Matter

This comprehensive, one-volume source for political information has
been updated to include coverage of current events, issues, crises,
and controversies.

2014 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781446281970) • £85.00
Paper (9781446281987) • £27.99

April 2015 • 1874 pages
Cloth (9781483391434) • £235.00

Much more on
Politics & International
Relations online
Visit our new discipline page to find information
on new books, news and thoughts from our
authors and editors and conferences we’re
attending, free content and resources, and news
on the latest research in our journals.

Click here to find out more
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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KEY CONCEPTS
IN MIGRATION
David Bartram University of Leicester,
Maritsa V Poros City College Of
New York, CUNY and Pierre Monforte
University of Leicester
Demonstrates that the study of
international migration has really come of
age. From acculturation to undocumented
immigration, the authors consider more
than three dozen concepts at the heart of
migration studies. Clearly written in a highly readable style, the
book is a valuable resource for students and scholars alike.

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
ELECTORAL BEHAVIOUR
Two-Volume Set
Edited by Kai Arzheimer University of
Mainz, Jocelyn Evans University of Leeds
and Michael S Lewis-Beck University
of Iowa

- Nancy Foner, City University of New York
SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES

The study of voting behaviour remains a
vibrant sub-discipline of political science. The
SAGE Handbook of Electoral Behaviour is
an authoritative and wide ranging survey of this dynamic field, drawing
together a team of the world's leading scholars to provide a state of the
art review that sets the agenda for future study.
Taking an interdisciplinary approach and focusing on a range of
countries, the Handbook is composed of eight parts. The first five cover
the principal theoretical paradigms, establishing the state-of-the-art in
their conceptualization and application, and followed by chapters on their
specific challenges and innovative applications in contemporary voting
studies. The remaining three parts explore elements of the voting process
to understand their different effects on vote outcomes.
The SAGE Handbook of Electoral Behaviour is an essential benchmark
publication for advanced students, researchers and practitioners in the
fields of politics, sociology, psychology, geography and research methods.
November 2016 • 1200 pages
Cloth (9781473913158) • £245.00
Special Introductory Price: £220.00

2014 • 184 pages
Cloth (9780857020789) • £65.00
Paper (9780857020796) • £20.99

CRIME, PUNISHMENT
AND MIGRATION
Dario Melossi University of Bologna
With his characteristic flair and erudition,
Dario Melossi elucidates the troubled –
and troublesome – connections between
migration, crime and punishment,
exposing the myths that often pass as
facts and showing how globalized market
society shapes today's anxieties about
immigrant crime
- David Garland, Professor of Sociology,
New York University
COMPACT CRIMINOLOGY

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF WORLD POVERTY

August 2015 • 128 pages
Cloth (9781849200790) • £60.00
Paper (9781849200806) • £17.99

Second Edition
Edited by Mehmet Odekon
Skidmore College
The SAGE Encyclopedia of World Poverty,
Second Edition addresses the persistence
of poverty across the globe while updating
and expanding the landmark First Edition,
originally published in 2006 prior to the
economic calamities of 2008. Over 775 signed entries have been fully
revised and updated, and 175 brand new entries have been added to
the work along with a fully updated Reader's Guide and an expanded
Further Readings section.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of World Poverty, Second Edition is a
dependable source for students and researchers who are researching
world poverty, making it a must-have reference for all academic libraries.
August 2015 • 2560 pages
Cloth (9781483345703) • £470.00
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TRANSNATIONAL CRIME
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Marinella Marmo and Nerida Chazal
both at Flinders University
Reflecting the broad nature of this area,
this book goes beyond merely looking at
organised crime and terrorism to present
readers with a wide-ranging introduction,
explaining the real-world relevance of all key
theories and providing plenty of guidance for
wider reading
April 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781412919241) • £70.00
Paper (9781412919258) • £23.99

+44 (0)20 7324 8700

www.sagepub.co.uk

International Relations

PERSPECTIVES ON
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Power, Institutions, and Ideas
Fifth Edition
Henry R Nau
George Washington University
Admired for its even-handed presentation of
realism, liberalism, constructivism, and critical theory - and for expertly
applying those perspectives in every chapter, this book focuses on the
ways the different perspectives shape our understanding of the root
causes of historical events and current controversies in world affairs.
Students are encouraged, throughout, to think critically about the world's
most urgent issues. In the new Fifth Edition, updates include the rise of
ISIS, new developments in Russia, China and the Middle East, ongoing
environmental concerns and more. Instructors will find a new "primer"
for students on how to learn to identify the perspectives and levels of
analysis in the introduction and chapter one.
CONTENTS
Introduction: Why We Disagree about International Relations / How to Think about
International Relations: Perspectives and Levels of Analysis / Part I: Historical Patterns
/ World War I: World on Fire / World War II: Why Did War Happen Again? / The Origins
and End of the Cold War / Part II: The Contemporary International System / Realist
Perspectives on Today's World: Dominance, Balance of Power, and State Institutions /
Liberal Perspectives on Today's World: Collective Security, International Negotiations,
Institutions, and Law / Identity Perspectives on Today's World: Democracy, Religion,
Ethnicity, and Human Rights / Part III: Globalization and Change / Realist and Liberal
Perspectives on Globalization: Trade, Investment, and Finance / Identity Perspectives
on Globalization: Development and Environment / Critical Theory Perspectives on
Globalization: Inequality, Imperialism, and Injustice / Conclusion - Applying Perspectives
and Levels of Analysis: The Case of the Democratic Peace
March 2016 • 608 pages
Paper (9781506332239) • £68.00

INTERNATIONAL
AND COMPARATIVE
EMPLOYMENT
RELATIONS
Globalisation, Regulation
and Change
Sixth Edition
Edited by Greg J Bamber Monash University, Melbourne
and Newcastle University, Russell D Lansbury University
of Sydney, Nick Wailes University of New South
Wales and Chris F Wright University of Sydney
By far the best and most widely used contemporary comparative
industrial relations book
- Sarosh Kuruvilla,
Cornell University
September 2015 • 432 pages
Cloth (9781473911543) • £120.00
Paper (9781473911550) • £41.99

SAGE edge offers a range of open access online tools and resources that
you can use to help integrate

quality content and create
a rich learning environment for your students, and which
your students can use to reinforce knowledge retention
and check progress throughout their course.
Watch out for titles that come with a SAGE edge site!
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF DIPLOMACY
Edited by Costas M Constantinou University of
Cyprus, Pauline Kerr Australian National University
and Paul Sharp University of Minnesota, Duluth

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
AND RELIGION

The SAGE Handbook of Diplomacy provides a major thematic overview
of Diplomacy and its study that is theoretically and historically informed
and in sync with the current and future needs of diplomatic practice.
Original contributions from a brilliant team of global experts are organised
into four thematic sections: Diplomatic Concepts & Theories; Diplomatic
Institutions; Diplomatic Relations; and Types of Diplomatic Engagement.

Four-Volume Set
Edited by Ron E Hassner University of California,
Berkeley and Isak Svensson Uppsala University

CONTENTS

The study of religion and international relations has been gathering
pace over the past few decades, and has intensified since the start of
the new millennium, when the discipline experienced a sudden surge of
interest attributable to world events, starting with the Iranian Revolution
and culminating with United States incursions into Afghanistan and
Iraq. This four-volume set organizes and contextualizes this burgeoning
literature and its contribution to the study of international theory, focusing
in particular on its influence in the subfield of war and peace studies.
Volume One: Religion and the International System
Volume Two: Religion and War
Volume Three: Religion and Peace
Volume Four: Religion, IR and Methodoloy
SAGE LIBRARY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
January 2016 • 1448 pages
Cloth (9781473913783) • £695.00

June 2016 • 624 pages
Cloth (9781446298565) • £110.00

Special Introductory Offer: £625.00
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PART A: DIPLOMATIC CONCEPTS & THEORIES / Theoretical Perspectives in Diplomacy
/ A Conceptual History of Diplomacy / Diplomacy and the Colonial Encounter / Statecraft,
Strategy and Diplomacy / Diplomacy and Foreign Policy / Diplomacy, Communication and
Signaling / Diplomatic Agency / Diplomatic Culture / Diplomacy and the Arts / Diplomatic
Ethics / Diplomatic Knowledge / PART B: DIPLOMATIC INSTITUTIONS / Embassies,
Permanent Missions & Special Missions / Consulates and Consular Diplomacy / The
Diplomatic Corps / Diplomacy and International Law / Diplomatic Immunity / Diplomacy
and Negotiation / Diplomatic Mediation / Diplomatic Summitry / Diplomatic Language
/ PART C: DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS / Diplomatic Relations Between States / Great
Power Diplomacy / Middle Power Diplomacy / Small State Diplomacy / European Union
Diplomacy / American Diplomacy / Russian Post-Soviet Diplomacy / China's Diplomacy
/ Diplomacy in East Asia / Latin American Diplomacy / Middle East Diplomacy / African
Diplomacy / Southern African Diplomacy / Developing States Diplomacy / PART D: TYPES
OF DIPLOMATIC ENGAGEMENT / Public Diplomacy / Quiet and Secret Diplomacy / Crisis
Diplomacy / Coercive Diplomacy / Revolutionary Diplomacy / Conference Diplomacy
/ City Diplomacy / Citizen Diplomacy / Celebrity Diplomacy / Digital Diplomacy /
Economic Diplomacy / Business Diplomacy / Religious Diplomacy / Military Diplomacy /
Environmental Diplomacy / Sports Diplomacy / Science Diplomacy / Indigenous Diplomacy
/ Pariah Diplomacy

+44 (0)20 7324 8703

+44 (0)20 7324 8700

www.sagepub.co.uk

Political History

HISTORIC DOCUMENTS
OF 2015
Edited by Heather L Kerrigan

EAST, WEST,
NORTH, SOUTH
International Relations since 1945
Seventh Edition
Geir Lundestad Norwegian Nobel Institute
This book delivers an engaging narrative of
all the important events and developments in
international relations since 1945 and equips
students with the knowledge and skills with
which to approach contemporary issues in international politics.
This Seventh Edition:
•
•
•
•
•

provides an account of the world as it has evolved up to 1945
examines Barack Obama’s engagement with the Greater Middle East
explores the events surrounding the Arab Spring
includes a new section on population, gender and the environment
contains key updates on superpowers, state and non-state actors,
and global governance.

CONTENTS
The New World / The Cold War in Europe, 1945–1949 / The Cold War Becomes Global,
1945–1962 / Detente Between East and West, 1962–1975 / Renewed Tension Between
East and West, 1975–1984 / The End of the Cold War, 1984–1990 / Major Powers and
Local Conflicts after the Cold War, 1990–2013 / The Arms Race, 1945–2013 / The United
States and Western Europe, 1945–2013 / The Soviet Union/Russia and the (formerly)
Communist Countries, 1945–2013 / The Rise of East Asia / Decolonization / Economic
Relations Between North and South, 1945–2013 / Two Theories on Development and
Under-development / Globalization and Fragmentation / Conclusion: The Future
2014 • 360 pages
Cloth (9781446272749) • £75.00
Paper (9781446272756) • £26.99

CQ Press has published the Historic
Documents series annually since 1972.
Each edition pairs original, comprehensive
narratives with important documents chosen
by SAGE and the volume editor to chronicle
the major events of the year. Organized
chronologically, each volume covers the
same wide range of topics: business, the economy and labour; energy,
environment, science, technology, and transportation; government and
politics; health and social services; international affairs; national security
and terrorism; and rights and justice.
The 2015 volume begins with an insightful essay that sets the year's
events in context, and each document or group of documents is
preceded by a comprehensive introduction that provides background
information on the event. Full-source citations are provided.
September 2016
Cloth (9781506333519) • £138.00

WOMEN, POLITICS,
AND POWER
A Global Perspective
Third Edition
Pamela Paxton University of Texas,
Austin and Melanie M Hughes
University of Pittsburgh
Providing a detailed and global introduction
to women's political representation across a
wide range of countries and regions, this book addresses both women's
parliamentary representation and women's ascendance to leadership
positions as heads of state or cabinet ministers.
SOCIOLOGY FOR A NEW CENTURY SERIES
March 2016 • 520 pages
Paper (9781483376998) • £40.99

Connect with us...
Follow us for the latest info and free content from
our books and journals, news on our authors and
editors and conferences we’re attending, and
general items of interest.

@SAGECQPolitics
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Security & Military Studies

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF WAR: SOCIAL
SCIENCE PERSPECTIVES
Edited by Paul Joseph Tufts University
Traditional explorations of war look through
the lens of history and military science,
focusing on big events, big battles, and
big generals. By contrast, The SAGE
Encyclopedia of War: Social Science
Perspectives views war through the lens of
the social sciences, looking at the causes, processes and effects of war
and drawing from a vast group of fields such as communication and mass
media, economics, political science and law, psychology and sociology.
Key features include:

AN INTRODUCTION TO
NON-TRADITIONAL SECURITY STUDIES
A Transnational Approach

• approximately 700 entries organized in an A-to-Z format, authored
and signed by key academics in the field
• entries conclude with cross-references and suggested further
readings, aiding researchers further in their research journeys
• an alternative Reader's Guide table of contents groups articles by
disciplinary areas and by broad themes
• a Glossary and helpful Resource Guide directing researchers to classic
books, journals and electronic resources for more in-depth study.
This important and distinctive work will be a key reference for all
researchers in the fields of political science, international relations
and sociology.
December 2016
Cloth (9781483359892) • £405.00
Special Introductory Offer: £365.00

Edited by Mely Caballero-Anthony
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
With the end of the Cold War, threats to national security have become
increasingly non-military in nature. Issues such as climate change,
resource scarcity, infectious diseases, natural disasters, irregular
migration, drug trafficking, information security and transnational
crime have come to the forefront. This book provides a comprehensive
introduction to Non-Traditional Security concepts. It does so by:
• covering contemporary security issues in depth
• bringing together chapters written by experts in each area
• guiding readers towards additional material for their essays and exams
through further reading lists
• giving detailed explanations of key concepts
• testing understanding through end-of-chapter questions.
CONTENTS
Part A: Concepts / Understanding Non-traditional Security / On Security / Actors and
Stakeholders / Part B: Issues / Conflict and Community Security / Poverty and Economic
Security / Environmental Security / Food Security / Energy Security / Water Security /
Health Security / Migration and Movements of People / Transnational Crime

ORDER TODAY

Four-Volume Set
Edited by Adam Burgess University of Kent
Risk-related research has increased
exponentially since its beginnings in the late
1960s, indicated by the array of specialist
journals such as Risk Analysis, Journal
of Risk Research and Health, Risk and
Society. From original concerns with public
perception of risk from technology, food,
health, the environment and the media, it
has expanded into many new areas, such as terrorism and child safety.
This Major Work brings together articles that have made an impact and
have implications beyond their disciplinary field or topic area, and the
literature is organized into four thematic volumes.
November 2016 • 1408 pages
Cloth (9781473930247) • £745.00

February 2016 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781446286074) • £85.00
Paper (9781446286081) • £27.99
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Security & Military Studies

THE POLITICS OF
NUCLEAR WEAPONS

INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS

Andrew Futter
University of Leicester

Fifth Edition

This book provides an introduction to political
and strategic aspects of nuclear weaponry. It
offers an accessible overview of the concept
of nuclear weapons, outlines how thinking
about these weapons has developed and
considers how nuclear threats can continue
to be managed in the future.

Showing how a collaborative, target-centric approach leads to sharper
and more effective analysis, Clark provides readers with a practical
approach to modelling coupled with his own insider perspective.

This timely book will provide students and academics alike with
a valuable foundation for understanding nuclear weapons
related issues in both historical and contemporary contexts
- Professor Wyn Bowen, King's College London
The book includes:
• coverage of nuclear testing, proliferation, strategy, global actors
and disarmament
• analysis of contemporary topics such as nuclear terrorism
• a timeline of key nuclear events
• annotated further reading lists helping you to locate sources for essays
and assignments
• summaries, study questions and a glossary of key terms
• add-ons with access to free SAGE journal articles.
CONTENTS
Introduction: The Politics of Nuclear Weapons / What are Nuclear Weapons? / Testing,
Defining and Delivering Nuclear Weapons / Nuclear Proliferation: Why States Do or Don't
Build the Bomb / Nuclear Strategy: Understanding the MADness / Vertical Proliferation
Challenges: Assessing Article VI of the NPT / Horizontal Proliferation Challenges: The
Nuclear Outliers / Managing Nuclear Proliferation Challenges: Limiting, Preventing and
Defending / Nuclear Weapons and New Global Actors / Nuclear Disarmament / Enduring
Nuclear Challenges / Conclusion: Surviving Our Nuclear Future
February 2015 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781446294307) • £75.00
Paper (9781446294314) • £26.99

CRITICAL THINKING FOR
STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE

A Target-Centric Approach
Robert M Clark

July 2016 • 448 pages
Paper (9781506316819) • £45.99

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF SURVEILLANCE,
SECURITY, AND PRIVACY
Edited by Bruce A Arrigo University
of North Carolina, Charlotte
Although surveillance hit the headlines with
revelations by Edward Snowden that the NSA
had been tracking phone calls worldwide,
surveillance of citizens by their governments
actually has been conducted for centuries.
Only now, with the advent of modern technologies, it has exponentially
evolved so that today you can barely step out your door without being
watched or recorded in some way. In all levels of social structure, from
the personal to the political to the economic to the judicial, The SAGE
Encyclopedia of Surveillance, Security and Privacy uncovers and
explains how surveillance has come to be an integral part of how our
contemporary society operates worldwide and how it impacts our
security and privacy.
Key features include:
• approximately 600 signed articles, authored by prominent scholars
from around the globe
• further reading suggestions and cross-references that conclude each
article guide students further as they explore a topic
• a Reader's Guide organizes entries into broad thematic areas.
August 2016
Cloth (9781483359946) • £330.00
Special Introductory Offer: £295.00

Second Edition
Katherine Hibbs Pherson and Randolph H Pherson
This indispensable text is framed around 20 key questions that all
analysts must ask themselves as they prepare to conduct research,
generate hypotheses, evaluate sources of information, draft papers, and
ultimately present analysis, including: how do I get started? What is my
argument? And, how do I convey my message effectively?
October 2016 • 376 pages
Paper (9781506316888) • £25.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

Accessible Content
SAGE are always striving to improve our provision
of accessible content to our visually impaired and
print disabled customers and we are delighted to
work with a wide variety of associations towards
this end.
If you are a seeking accessible content please
contact us directly at accessible@sagepub.co.uk
or through one of our partners and we will be happy
to assist you.
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eBooks and
Digital Solutions
Digital learning materials are revolutionizing the teaching
and learning experience for you and your students…

For students
24/7
access

Materials are available whenever
students need them. They can add
notes, highlight text, and search the
book on any device.

interactive
& flexible
learning

For lecturers
custom
materials

Lecturers can create tailored
textbooks for their teaching, provide
students with digital copies of texts,
and request digital inspection copies
to instantly review SAGE books.

review
inspection
copies

Find out more at www.sagepub.co.uk/ebooks or contact your
local SAGE representative at www.sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep
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Terrorism

TERRORISM AND
POLITICAL VIOLENCE
Edited by Caroline Kennedy-Pipe
University of Hull,Gordon Clubb
Leeds University and Simon Mabon
Lancaster University
An illuminating overview of the challenges
of teaching and learning about terrorism
and political violence. It engages with the
causes, dynamics and context of violence
and brings theoretical depth to the topic
in multiple perspectives
- Emmanuel-Pierre Guittet,
University of Manchester
Taking an interdisciplinary approach to provide a unique intellectual rigour
when introducing readers to cutting-edge research, this book brings together
chapters contributed by members of the Terrorism and Political Violence
Association network. The book explores contemporary issues, such as
drone warfare, state violence, children and political violence, cyber-terrorism
and de-radicalisation.
CONTENTS
Section A: Approaching the Study of Terrorism and Political Violence / Locating Terrorism
Studies / Terrorism and Ethics / A History of Terrorism: Ideology, Tactics and Organization
/ Defining Cyberterrorism / Essay 1: A Critical Approach: Violence, ‘Victims’ and ‘Innocents’
/ Essay 2: A Critical View of Critical Terrorism Studies / Essay 3: The Global War on Terror
and State Terrorism / Section B: Understanding Terrorism / The 'Root Causes' of Terrorism /
Supporting Terrorism / Terrorism, Communication and the Media / Essay 4: IEDs, Martyrs, Civil
Wars, and Terrorists / Essay 5: Towards Global Jihadism / Essay 6: Living with Terror, not Living
in Terror: The Impact of Chronic Terrorism on Israeli Society / Section C: How Terrorism Ends /
How Terrorism Ends / Conflict Resolution and Terrorists as Spoilers / Individual Disengagement
from Terrorist Groups / Essay 7: De-Radicalization, Disengagement and the AttitudesBehavior Debate / Essay 8: Drone Warfare / Section D: Resources / Resource 1: Study Skills
for Dissertations, Essays and Exams / Resource 2: Conducting Field Research on Terrorism

ESSENTIALS
OF TERRORISM
Concepts and Controversies
Fourth Edition
Gus Martin California State
University, Dominguez Hills
A concise resource for understanding the
multifaceted subject of modern terrorism,
this book can be readily used in conjunction with other resources such
as topical texts, specialized publications, journal articles, and readers.

February 2015 • 328 pages
Cloth (9781446272800) • £85.00
Paper (9781446272817) • £27.99

April 2016 • 336 pages
Paper (9781506330976) • £48.99

Subscribe to the award-winning quarterly
magazine on freedom of expression
If you are from the UK (UK, Europe and ROW)
Individual subscription:
Online only £18
Print subscription £32
Institutional subscriptions:
Combined print & online subscription £355
Print only subscription £348
Online subscription £320
Or alternatively download the Index on Censorship iPhone/iPad app
from the Apple store – upgrade to a 30 day subscription for £1.49

Find out more:
email: subscriptions@sagepub.co.uk,
call: +44 (0)20 7342 8701, or
visit: indexoncensorship.org/subscribe or ioc.sagepub.com

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Bestsellers

in Politics & International Relations

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY,
GLOBAL POLITY

GLOBAL SHIFT
Mapping the Changing Contours
of the World Economy

An Introduction to International
Political Theory

Seventh Edition
Peter Dicken University of Manchester

Chris Brown London School of
Economics and Political Science

Once again Peter Dicken seamlessly
combines disciplinary perspectives to
create a wonderfully comprehensive
insight into the essential dynamics of the
global economy. His usual array of
fabulous maps, graphs, tables and
frameworks brilliantly animate this, his
latest and most readable edition of Global Shift

Chris Brown brings a wealth of experience
and insight to understanding the unsettled
surface of modern international relations
[...] the book is driven by a strong
argument which demonstrates the
implications of viewing the world from the
different perspectives

- Simon Collinson,
Birmingham Business School

- David Boucher, Professor of Political Philosophy
and International Relations, Cardiff University

December 2014 • 648 pages
Cloth (9781446282090) • £120.00
Paper (9781446282106) • £41.99

2014 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781446272824) • £75.00
Paper (9781446272831) • £24.99

PRINCIPLES OF
COMPARATIVE POLITICS

POLITICS IN EUROPE

Second Edition

M Donald Hancock Vanderbilt University,
Christopher J Carman University of
Glasgow, Marjorie Castle University of
Utah, David P Conradt East Carolina
University, Raffaella Y Nanetti University
of Illinois at Chicago, Robert Leonardi
LUISS, William Safran University of
Colorado-Boulder and Stephen White
University of Glasgow

Sixth Edition

William Roberts Clark Texas
A&M University, Matt Golder and
Sona Nadenichek Golder both at
Pennsylvania State University
Giving students a guide to cross-national
comparison and why it matters, this edition
focuses on the questions with which scholars
grapple, the issues about which consensus
has started to emerge, and the tools
comparativists use

The book is up-to-date, gives sound
theoretical overviews in introductory
chapters, is empirically rich and easily accessible
for undergraduates

2012 • 928 pages
Paper (9781608716791) • £73.00

- Allison Harcourt, Exeter University
2014 • 832 pages
Paper (9781452241463) • £70.00
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF EUROPEAN FOREIGN
POLICY

INTRODUCING
COMPARATIVE POLITICS

Two-Volume Set

Third Edition

Edited by Knud Erik Jørgensen,
Åsne Kalland Aarstad both at Aarhus
University, Edith Drieskens Institute
for International and European Policy,
Katie Laatikainen Adelphi University and
Ben Tonra University College Dublin

Stephen Orvis Hamilton College and
Carol Ann Drogus Colgate University

This new title is the essential work for foreign
policy programmes around the world.
Designed to be accessible to first time researchers and experienced
academics alike, it is a comprehensive, important work in the dynamic
field of European foreign policy.

Concepts and Cases in Context

Very well designed, has an engaging way
of communicating ideas and concepts,
and offers very interesting case studies.
The layout of the book is not typical for a
university-level textbook, but might
appeal more to students this way
- Mr Florian Reiche, Politics and
International Studies, Warwick University

June 2015 • 1096 pages
Cloth (9781446276099) • £245.00

2014 • 768 pages
Paper (9781452241524) • £92.00

RESEARCH METHODS
IN INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Christopher Lamont
University of Groningen
Certain to prove a valuable resource for
both undergraduate and postgraduate
research methods classes. In particular,
the author deserves great credit for the
clarity of his explanations and the
neutrality with which he addresses key
methodological debates
- Assistant Professor James Brown,
Temple University, Japan Campus

THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF GLOBALIZATION
Two-Volume Set
Edited by Manfred Steger
University of Hawai'i and RMIT University,
Paul Battersby and Joseph Siracusa
both at RMIT University
This Handbook includes extended analysis
of critical issues in the ever-expanding field
of globalization; the topics covered are
interdisciplinary in their approach, reaching
well beyond the confines of international
relations and political science to encompass sociology, anthropology,
history, media and many more.
2014 • 1088 pages
Cloth (9781446256220) • £265.00

April 2015 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781446286043) • £75.00
Paper (9781446286050) • £24.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Two Volume Set
Edited by Anja Mihr Utrecht University
and Mark Gibney University of
North Carolina, Asheville
This handbook provides a state of the art
analysis of the discipline that addresses the
history and development of human rights
standards and its movements, mechanisms
and institutions,.
2014 • 1136 pages
Cloth (9780857029935) • £265.00

UNDERSTANDING
CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Fourth Edition
Peter Wallensteen University of Uppsala
Develops not only the historical roots of
the study of conflict management, but
also provides the contemporary setting
where these core ideas apply...A book like
this makes teaching a course in conflict
management easy because the ideas and
material are systematically organized
and presented
- Professor Patrick Regan,
University of Notre Dame
April 2015 • 352 pages
Cloth (9781473902107) • £85.00
Paper (9781473902114) • £27.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Public Policy & Administration

Understanding the Value of
Social Science in Today’s World
BIG IDEAS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
David Edmonds BBC World and Nigel Warburton The Open University
Are human beings less violent than before? Why do we adopt certain moral
and political judgements? Why is the gap between rich and poor getting
bigger? How do we decide which criminal policies are effective? What is the
Population Challenge for the 21st Century? What is social science?
In Big Ideas in Social Science, David Edmonds and Nigel Warburton put
these and more of our society’s burning questions to 18 of the world’s leading
social scientists including Steven Pinker, Ann Oakley, Lawrence Sherman,
Kate Pickett, Robert J. Shiller and Doreen Massey.
The interviews for this book are based on the Social Science Bites series
of podcasts, which can be freely accessed at www.socialsciencespace.
com, and subscribed to via iTunes. Social Science Bites was inspired by the
popular Philosophy Bites podcast (www.philosophybites.com), which was
founded by David and Nigel in 2007 and has so far had 26 million downloads.

The ESRC, 50 Years On
David Walker
What is the role of the state in distributing research money? How do 'arm'slength' funding agencies relate to public policy and business? This original
study looks at the main social science funding agency in the UK, which was
established 50 years ago. It examines how funding decisions are related to
power. Walker asks the tricky question, why has social science research
not achieved a more salient role in state policy formation and management
strategy: is the funding agency responsible?
Insightful, engrossing and highly original, the book will be required reading
for anyone who has written or will write a social science research bid and,
more widely, for students of power, knowledge and culture.

December 2015 • 184 pages
Cloth (9781473913790) • £50.00
Paper (9781473913806) • £12.99

December 2015 • 128 pages
Cloth (9781473942233) • £45.00
Ebook (9781473967045) • £14.99

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
Seventh Edition

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Norman Flynn and Alberto Asquer both at University of London

Second Edition

This Seventh Edition is a rich and insightful description, analysis and
critique of the management of the public sector by the UK government.

Edited by B Guy Peters University
of Pittsburgh and Jon Pierre
Gothenburg University

New to the Seventh Edition:
• now set in an international context with comparative global
examples throughout
• four new chapters covering: managing and leading people; strategy
and planning in the public sector; transparency, accountability and
ethics; and non-profit management, including the role of social
enterprise and voluntary sector
• examines the impact of the continuing financial crisis on public spending
• an updated companion website with tutorial videos, free access to
full-text journal articles, policy documents, links to useful websites
and social media resources.
December 2016 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781473925175) • £85.00
Paper (9781473925182) • £29.99
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New chapters on subjects such as
administrative history, bureaucratic
politics, representative bureaucracy, and
intergovernmental relations add to the
other excellent pieces to make for a
magnificently comprehensive volume
- Joel Aberbach, Distinguished Professor of
Political Science and Public Policy, UCLA
2012 • 816 pages
Cloth (9781446200506) • £120.00
Paper (9781446295809) • £34.99

+44 (0)20 7324 8700

www.sagepub.co.uk

Public Policy & Administration / EU Politics

IMPLEMENTING PUBLIC
POLICY

POLICY MAKING
IN BRITAIN

An Introduction to the Study
of Operational Governance

An Introduction

Third Edition

Second Edition
Peter Dorey University of Cardiff

Michael Hill Emeritus Professor at the
University of Newcastle Upon Tyne and
Peter Hupe Erasmus University Rotterdam

An important analysis of the systems of
British politics and the pressures it faces.
This book sets a clear course for the
reader, and presents a range of political
debates in a logical, concise, and highly readable manner

This updated edition consolidates its
position as the leading text on implementation, and is fast
approaching the status of a 'modern classic'

- Dr Andrew Crines,
University of Leeds

- Professor Martin Powell, University of Birmingham
This book provides students with an exemplary overview of the
theory and practice of public policy implementation and how it relates
to contemporary public management. In doing so, this new edition
makes use of more illustrative examples, delves further into researching
implementation and explores issues about the relationship between
policy formulation and implementation in greater depth.
Updates in the new edition:
• more use of illustrative examples
• more exploration of the issues about researching implementation
(in chapter 7)
• more exploration of the issues about the relationship between policy
formulation and implementation.

Introducing students to the public policy making process in Britain
today, this book adopts an empirical approach to the study of policy
making by relating theory to actual developments in Britain since the
1980s. It covers:
•
•
•
•

ideas, problem definition, issues and agenda-setting
key individuals and institutions
parliament and public policy implementation
the shift from Government to governance (including marketization,
and devolution)
• the increasing role of the private and voluntary sectors in policy delivery
• internationalisation and Europeanization of policies and policy making
• evaluation, audits and the new public management.
CONTENTS

CONTENTS
Introduction / Positioning Implementation Studies / Implementation Theory: The TopDown/Bottom-Up Debate / Implementation Theory / Implementation and Governance
/ Implementation Theory and the Study of Governance / Researching Implementation /
Implementation in Context / The Future of Implementation Studies
2014 • 248 pages
Cloth (9781446266830) • £75.00
Paper (9781446266847) • £26.99

Problem Definition and Policy Agendas / Policy Advocates: Political Parties, Think Tanks
and Organized Interests / The Core Executive, Part One: The Individuals and their Policy
Roles / The Core Executive, Part Two: The Institutions and the Policy Roles / Parliament
and Public Policy / From Government to Governance / The Internationalization of Public
Policy / Policy Implementation / Policy Evaluation
2014 • 344 pages
Cloth (9781849208475) • £89.00
Paper (9781849208482) • £28.99

FOREIGN POLICY OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
See the full listing of all
our Politics titles online
at sagepublishing.com

Four-Volume Set
Edited by Ben Tonra University College Dublin, Richard Whitman
University of Kent and Alasdair Young Georgia Institute of Technology
The European Union's significance as an international actor rests on several
foundations. Empirically, the Union's size, scope and scale gives it a presence
in the world in terms of politics, diplomacy, economics, trade and aid that
is in need of analysis and contextualization. In theoretical terms, the Union
is a fascinating experiment in democratic, multistate, multinational policybuilding, the likes of which we have not seen before. The editors present
foundational articles that have shaped mainstream academic discourse
surrounding this topic along with more provocative pieces, which will
cumulatively provide a sophisticated and nuanced understanding of this
fascinating international actor.
Volume One: Foundations and Design
Volume Two: International Political Economy
Volume Three: Core Foreign Policies
Volume Four: Critical International Relationships
November 2016 • 1408 pages
Cloth (9781473930254) • £745.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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EU Politics

THE POLITICS OF MIGRATION
AND IMMIGRATION IN EUROPE
Second Edition
Andrew Geddes University of Sheffield and
Peter Scholten Erasmus University Rotterdam
Migration and immigration are issues high on any nation's agenda but
have particular resonance in Europe in light of recent events. The new
edition of this book has been fully updated in this respect and explores:
• immigration policy in individual EU nations
• the treatment of migrants, including immigrant policies
• European integration and policy
• movement towards common EU policies.
The book looks specifically at the contexts of Britain, France, Germany,
The Netherlands, Sweden, Italy, Spain, Greece and Turkey as well as
a examining the changing nature of migration dynamics in central and
eastern Europe.
August 2016 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781849204675) • £75.00
Paper (9781849204682) • £26.99

QUESTION TIME WITH THE AUTHORS
In what ways do you see the current refugee crisis affecting future
studies of European Migration?
The refugee crisis arising primarily from conflicts in the Middle East and North Africa is not the first time that
migration and refugee flows have been at the top of Europe's political agenda. The difference this time is that
it seems a pivotal moment both in the history of migration to Europe as well as the history of the EU itself. Not
only does it raise questions about rights, protection, borders and security, but also about the EU's capacity to respond.
These issues became conjoined in the chaos of hundreds of thousands of men, women and children - many of them
from Syria - improvising their way by any means of transport available, including by foot, across the borders of south
east Europe, often towards Germany. More than 3500 people died making perilous crossing of the Mediterranean in
the first 11 months of 2015. EU governments squabbled about the appropriate response and eventually asettled on a
combination of measures involving relocating up to 160,000 asylum seekers while also trying to ensure a more orderly
reception for those getting to Europe and measures that try to step up controls on those crossing the Mediterranean.
The effectiveness of these measures has a powerful capacity to reflect back on the EU as an organisation. How it
responds - and how effective this response is seen by its citizens - will play a key role in shaping the EU's future.

Why do you feel the study of International Migration is important?
While not always central to the study of international relations, there is a strong case to be made that the study of
international migration should be much more central. There are at least three good reasons for this. First, international
migration is, by definition, an issue that cuts across domestic and foreign politics, involves relations between sending
and destination countries as well as the effects of creation of diasporas and transnational communities linked to
migration. Second, there are powerful linkages between migration and a whole host of other issues that are central
to the study of international relations. To name just a few: security, rights, borders, development, gender, trade
and protection. Third, while there is not a comprehensive international regime for migration - and one is unlike
to develop - there are a host of bilateral and multilateral frameworks that are often issue-specific or regionally
focused across the globe that demonstrate the varying forms that migration governance beyond the state can take.
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Country-specific Politics / Development Studies

INTRODUCTION TO
DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

THE MIDDLE EAST
Fourteenth Edition
Edited by Ellen Lust Yale University
The Fourteenth Edition of this book
brings important new coverage to this
comprehensive, balanced, and superbly
researched text. In clear prose, Ellen Lust
and her outstanding contributors explain the
many complex changes taking place across
the region, bringing the latest research to
new audiences.
July 2016 • 1056 pages
Paper (9781506329284) • £56.00

B K Pattanaik Indira Gandhi National
Open University, New Delhi
Presenting a balanced mix of economic,
social, political, cultural and administrative
premises of development and analysing its
theoretical and practical dimensions, this
book provides a holistic understanding of
development, effectively demonstrating how
it differs from economic growth.
April 2016 • 300 pages
Paper (9789351508205) • £12.99

2015

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS IN
WORLD POLITICS

CQ Researcher

Tamar Gutner American University

This single reference volume features
every cutting-edge CQ Researcher report
published in 2015. CQ Researcher is the
most trusted source for in-depth reporting
on current, vital issues, and is the top choice
of librarians and students seeking original,
comprehensive reporting and analysis on the issues shaping the world.

Highlighting the most influential international
organisations including the United Nations,
World Bank, International Monetary Fund,
and World Trade Organization, the book
discusses the 'nuts and bolts' of each
organization as well as a case to show the
constraints and challenges the organization faces.

CQ RESEARCHER BOUND
VOLUME 2015

June 2016 • 1288 pages
Cloth (9781506331904) • £300.00

Many of our textbooks are supported by companion websites,
which offer extra resources to students and lecturers alike –
assisting lecturers with planning and supporting student learning.
Wherever you see the companion website icon you can access
further study resources.

9:45 AM

Companion Websites

100%

April 2016 • 304 pages
Paper (9781568029245) • £34.99

Resources for Lecturers
• PowerPoint slides
• Instructors manual
• Teaching notes
• Ideas for essay topics
• Handouts

Resources for Students
• Study notes
• Self test questions
• Case studies and data sets
• Videos and podcasts
• Glossaries
• Access to articles from leading SAGE journals

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Development Studies / Environmental Politics / Research Methods for Politics & International Relations

DEVELOPMENT
FIELDWORK

AN INTRODUCTION TO
GREEN CRIMINOLOGY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL
JUSTICE

A Practical Guide
Second Edition
Edited by Regina Scheyvens
Massey University, Palmerston North

Angus Nurse Middlesex University

Without doubt the best available guide to
dealing with practical, methodological and
ethical issues in 'development' research,
within and across 'North' and 'South'
- Dr Emma Mawdsley,
University of Cambridge

With chapters on areas including species
justice, the green movement and investigating
environmental harm, this book provides
students with a pedagogically rich introduction
(with chapter objectives, self-study questions, plenty of case studies,
and overview of relevant cases) that will engage them and encourage
critical thought.
December 2015 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781473908093) • £75.00
Paper (9781473908109) • £26.99

2014 • 312 pages
Cloth (9781446254769) • £89.00
Paper (9781446254776) • £28.99

AN IBM SPSS®
COMPANION TO
POLITICAL ANALYSIS

KEY CONCEPTS
IN URBAN STUDIES
Second Edition

Fifth Edition

Mark Gottdiener University at
Buffalo, SUNY, Leslie Budd The Open
University and Panu Lehtovuori
Tampere University of Technology

Philip H Pollock III
University of Central Florida

This new edition of Gottdiener and Budd's
shrewdly-judged book defines, explains
and develops the key topics within the
interdisciplinary field of urban studies. With new material on environmental
concerns and the sustainability of urban development, this text adopts
a contemporary, global perspective. Thoroughly updated throughout
the book includes:
• new entries including the 'Tourist City' and
'Urban Culture and Consumption'
• clear definitions of current issues
• up-to-date suggestions for further reading
• international examples
• informative cross-referencing.

Complements The Essentials of
Political Analysis and provides clear
instruction for SPSS. The text is very
accessible to students and uses
interesting, varied and lively examples
- Gary Copeland,
University of Oklahoma
January 2016 • 240 pages
Paper (9781506305790) • £36.99

CONTENTS
Chicago School / The City / The City and Beyond / Classifications and Definitions of Places
/ Community Development Programmes / Cultures and Lifestyles / De-Territorialisation
and Re-Territorialisation / Financial and Fiscal Crises / Gendered Spaces / Gentrification
and Urban Re-development / Global Cities and Regionalization / Globalization and
Meltdown / Housing / Immigration, Migration and Demography / Inequality and Poverty /
Informal Economy / Models of Urban Growth / Modern Urban Planning / Multi-Centered
Metropolitan Regions / Neighbourhood / Nightscapes and Urban Escapades / Planning
and Public Space / Preservation and Conservation / The Primate City / Real Estate /
Segregation and Hyper-Segregation / Slums and Shanty Towns / Social Production of
Space / Sprawl / Suburbs and Suburbanisation / Sustainable Urbanization / Temporary
uses and Adaptive Urbanism / Urban and Suburban Politics / Urban Violence and Crime
/ Urbanization and Urbanism

SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES
December 2015 • 176 pages
Cloth (9781849201988) • £60.00
Paper (9781849201995) • £19.99

Flexible Solutions to Suit Your
Teaching Needs
SAGE offers numerous, flexible print and ebook
solutions customised to your teaching needs:
• electronic and print bundles can be created
for most titles
• institutional solutions include ebooks for sale
to faculty, or site licences
• etextbooks may be available to libraries on
a case-by-case basis
Contact your SAGE sales representative or
ben.dorning@sagepub.co.uk for more information.
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THE ESSENTIALS OF
POLITICAL ANALYSIS
Fifth Edition
Philip H Pollock III
University of Central Florida
The best political science research methods book I've seen. It
is brief yet covers the methodological basics of quantitative
research design from concept development to difference of
means, chi-square, and linear regression. It is detailed,
yet comprehensible
- William Field, Rutgers University
This Fifth Edition equips students with the skills to conduct political
analysis and critically assess statistical research, building their analytic
abilities and developing their statistical reasoning with new data, fresh
exercises, and engaging examples. This introduction to the essential
elements of political analysis walks students through the basics measuring concepts, describing variables, formulating and testing
hypotheses, controlling for alternative explanations, and interpreting
graphic displays - and nearly 50 practical exercises motivate them to
use their new skills with confidence.
CONTENTS
Introduction / The Definition and Measurement of Concepts / Measuring and Describing
Variables / Proposing Explanations, Framing Hypotheses, and Making Comparisons /
Research Design and the Logic of Control / Making Controlled Comparisons / Foundations
of Statistical Inference / Tests of Significance and Measures of Association / Correlation and
Linear Regression / Logistic Regression / Thinking Empirically, Thinking Probabilistically
December 2015 • 280 pages
Paper (9781506305837) • £50.00

Watch
for SAGE
Research
Methods
Video in
2016!

From basic
explanations
to advanced
discussion, SAGE
Research Methods
will lead you to the
content you need

Discover
SAGE Research
Methods Lists
– methods readings
suggested by
other users

“A highly valuable
resource for beginning
researchers… a dynamic
and unique new entry for
social and health sciences
research.”
- Amy Hoseth,
The Charleston Advisor,
October 2012

Explore the
Methods Map
to discover
links between
methods

Watch video
interviews
with leading
methodologists

Cases
show how
Methods are
applied in the
real world, while
Datasets allow for
hands-on practice
of analytical
techniques

More than
200,000 pages
of book, journal
and reference
content to
support your
learning

find out more at

sageresearchmethods.com
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Research
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DATA VISUALISATION

With over 2,000 books and journals in research
methods, across qualitative, quantitative and
mixed methods, you are sure to find what you
need to support your research.

INTERVIEWS IN
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

A Handbook for Data
Driven Design

Second Edition

Andy Kirk Freelance Data Visualisation
Specialist and Trainer

Nigel King University of Huddersfield
and Christine Horrocks Manchester
Metropolitan University

May 2016 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781473912137) • £100.00
Paper & Interactive eBook
(9781473960541) • £34.99

December 2016 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781446274965) • £75.00
Paper (9781446274972) • £26.99

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE
RESEARCH PROPOSALS

THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF ONLINE RESEARCH
METHODS

Third Edition

Second Edition

Keith F Punch University
of Western Australia

Edited by Nigel G Fielding University of
Surrey, Raymond M Lee Royal Holloway,
University of London and Grant Blank
The University of Oxford

March 2016 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781473916371) • £75.00
Paper (9781473916388) • £26.99

October 2016 • 672 pages
Cloth (9781473918788) • £110.00

STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE
WHO (THINK THEY) HATE
STATISTICS
Using Microsoft Excel 2016

AN INTRODUCTION
TO SECONDARY DATA
ANALYSIS WITH IBM
SPSS STATISTICS

Fourth Edition

John MacInnes University of Edinburgh

Neil J Salkind The University of Kansas

November 2016 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781446285763) • £85.00
Paper (9781446285770) • £28.99

April 2016 • 544 pages
Paper (9781483374086) • £46.99

AN ADVENTURE
IN STATISTICS

THE LITERATURE SEARCH

The Reality Enigma

Diana Ridley Sheffield University

Andy Field University of Sussex

SAGE STUDY SKILLS SERIES

Strategies and Tools for
Student Researchers

January 2017 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473912083) • £60.00
Paper (9781473912090) • £19.99

May 2016 • 784 pages
Cloth (9781446210444) • £90.00
Paper (9781446210451) • £32.99
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACHES
TO A SUCCESSFUL
LITERATURE REVIEW
Second Edition

DOING REAL RESEARCH
A Practical Guide to
Social Research
Eric Jensen University of Warwick
and Charles Laurie

Andrew Booth University of Sheffield,
Anthea Sutton and Diana Papaioannou

March 2016 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781446273876) • £85.00
Paper (9781446273883) • £27.99

May 2016 • 336 pages
Cloth (9781473912458) • £75.00
Paper (9781473912465) • £26.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO
SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
Second Edition
Edited by David Gough, Sandy Oliver and
James Thomas all at University of London
October 2016 • 360 pages
Cloth (9781473929425) • £85.00
Paper (9781473929432) • £28.99

RESEARCHING
SOCIAL LIFE
Fourth Edition
Edited by Nigel Gilbert and
Paul Stoneman both at University of Surrey

December 2015 • 624 pages
Cloth (9781446295441) • £90.00
Paper (9781446295458) • £32.99

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Fourth Edition
Edited by David Silverman Professor
Emeritus, Goldsmiths, University of London
May 2016 • 468 pages
Cloth (9781473916562) • £90.00
Paper (9781473916579) • £31.99

SOCIAL RESEARCH
METHODS
The Essentials
Second Edition
Nicholas Walliman Oxford
Brookes University
December 2015 • 264 pages
Cloth (9781473916197) • £65.00
Paper (9781473916203) • £21.99

VISUAL METHODOLOGIES
An Introduction to Researching
with Visual Materials
Fourth Edition
Gillian Rose Open University

March 2016 • 456 pages
Cloth (9781473948891) • £90.00
Paper (9781473948907) • £32.99

DIGITAL ETHNOGRAPHY
Principles and Practice
Sarah Pink, Heather Horst, John
Postill, Larissa Hjorth, Tania Lewis
and Jo Tacchi all at RMIT University
October 2015 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781473902374) • £75.00
Paper (9781473902381) • £26.99

For any questions about any of our Research Methods books, please
contact your local sales representative at sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Four-Volume Set
Edited by Joachim K Blatter Univeristy
of Lucerne, Markus Haverland
Erasmus University Rotterdam and
Merlijn van Hulst Tilburg University
This Major Work presents a comprehensively
curated collection of key literature, organized
into four thematic volumes:

POLITICAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH METHODS

• Volume One includes papers on the ontological and epistemological
foundations of qualitative research, before moving onto articles that
compare qualitative with quantitative research, as well as statements
that contrast the divergent strands within qualitative research.
• Volume Two includes literature that exemplifies the tradition and
techniques of cross-case comparisons.
• Volume Three is devoted to the spectrum of approaches that focuses
on within-case analysis in order to provide evidence for causal claims.
The selected works shed light on the corresponding major concepts:
causal mechanisms, congruence and process tracing.
• Volume Four captures the spectrum of qualitative methods that
highlights the importance of context and social constructions
(meanings) and is most often summed up as interpretivism:
ethnographic and practice approaches as well as discourse, frame
and narrative analysis.

Eighth Edition

SAGE LIBRARY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Janet Buttolph Johnson,H T Reynolds and Jason D Mycoff
University of Delaware

August 2016 • 1744 pages
Cloth (9781473918962) • £745.00

Helping students to understand the 'how' and the 'why' behind research
in political science, this book walks students through the logic of
research design, carefully explaining how researchers choose which
method to employ. The Eighth Edition of this trusted resource offers a
greater emphasis on the ways in which particular methods are used by
undergraduates, expanded coverage of the role of the Internet in research
and analysis, and more international examples.
CONTENTS
Introduction / The Empirical Approach to Political Science / Beginning the Research
Process: Identifying a Research Topic, Developing Research Questions, and Reviewing
the Literature / The Building Blocks of Social Scientific Research: Hypotheses, Concepts,
and Variables / The Building Blocks of Social Scientific Research: Measurement / Research
Design: Making Causal Inferences / Sampling / Making Empirical Observations: Firsthand
Observation / Document Analysis: Using the Written Record / Survey Research and
Interviewing / Making Sense of Data: First Steps / Statistical Inference / Investigating
Relationships between Two Variables / Multivariate Analysis / The Research Report: An
Annotated Example
October 2015 • 656 pages
Paper (9781506307824) • £71.00

Special Introductory Offer: £675.00

AN ADVENTURE
IN STATISTICS
The Reality Enigma
Andy Field University of Sussex
Once again, bestselling, award-winning
author and teacher Andy Field hasn't just
broken the traditional textbook mould with his
new novel/textbook, he has forged in the fire
of his imagination the only statistics book on
the market with a terrifying probability bridge,
zombies and talking cats!
May 2016 • 784 pages
Cloth (9781446210444) • £90.00
Paper (9781446210451) • £32.99

WORKING WITH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH METHODS

Free Digital Inspection
Copies for Lecturers

Problems and Exercises
Fourth Edition
Jason D Mycoff University of Delaware
This workbook gives students perfect
oppor tunity to practice the methods
presented in Political Science Research Methods, breaking each
aspect of the research process into manageable parts.
December 2015 • 168 pages
Paper (9781506306711) • £27.99
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SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for
students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,700 titles, it
includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content,
including reference works, academic books, handbooks, series,
professional development titles, and streaming video.
The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly
access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference
content from one source.

Key Features and Benefits
• New streaming video collections alongside book and
reference content
• "SAGE Recommends" connecting users to related SAGE
Journals and SAGE Research Methods content
• Visually enhanced display for all mobile phones and tablets
• Modern, usable design
• Chapter print and PDF download
• Multiple citation options
• MARC Records and COUNTER reports
• Unlimited simultaneous usage of content

Flexible Purchasing Options!
Choose the SAGE Knowledge Collection that fits your budget
and your needs! SAGE Knowledge offers flexible pricing models
within collections. Purchase Book, Reference and SAGE Navigator
collections across 10 subject areas. Reference titles are also
available to purchase individually.
Contact librarysales@sagepub.com for the title lists or to learn how
SAGE can help you build your online reference and book collection.

SAGE Navigator, the social sciences literature review
tool covering 300+ topics, provides a starting point
for postgraduate students and faculty in their literature
review process. With an extensive guide to the topic,
written by an internationally renowned academic, it
provides users with a gateway to the seminal pieces in
the literature – journal articles, book chapters, and more.

sk.sagepub.com
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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DEALING WITH
COMPLEXITY IN
DEVELOPMENT
EVALUATION

UNDERSTANDING GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT:
REFLECTIONS ON FIELDWORK EXPERIENCES

A Practical Approach

Fieldwork Issues, Experiences
and Reflections

Edited by Michael Bamberger
Independent Consultant, Jos Vaessen
Maastricht University and Estelle Raimondo
George Washington University, Washington DC

Edited by Gordon Crawford, Lena Kruckenberg,
Nicholas Loubere all at University of Leeds and
Rosemary Morgan University of Edinburgh

This is the "nuts and bolts" book that evaluation practitioners
have been waiting for... A lucid and comprehensive treatment
of the evaluation state of the art, it is a must-have text

This book provides engaging perspectives on the varied role of a
researcher in the field. Both intergenerational and international in scope,
the theories and concepts presented contextualize key aspects of
developmental fieldwork and introduce the often hidden practicalities
of actually being in the field.

- Robert Picciotto, Visiting Professor, Department
of Political Economy, King's College and former
Director-General of the Independent
Evaluation Group of the World Bank

After setting the stage with basic information, common challenges and
potential mistakes surrounding a specific aspect of the researcher's
role, each chapter focuses on the practical applications and real-world
examples of these elements of field research. Transcribed interviews
with established authorities and personal field notes written by emerging
researchers then showcase not only concrete examples of what happens
during fieldwork, but also offer focused and relevant advice that gives
genuine insight into what to expect and how to solve common dilemmas,
like researching elites or working with vulnerable groups.

January 2016 • 480 pages
Paper (9781483344249) • £38.99

EVALUATION IN
THE EXTREME

CONTENTS
Liberating Development Inquiry: Freedom, Openness and Participation in Fieldwork /
Democracy of the Ground?: Encountering Elite Domination During Fieldwork / Combining
Participatory Tools with Ethnography in Rural Cambodia / Gender is Not a Noun, It's an
Adjective: Using Gender as a Lens Within Development Research / Putting Ideological
Commitments into Practice? / Gendered Agency in Constrained Circumstances:
Researching Women Selling Sex in Kenya / Encounters with the Powerful: Researching
Elites / Reflecting on Notions of Power in 'Researching Up' / The Ups and Downs of
'Studying Up' / On the Margins of World Society: Working with Impoverished, Excluded
and Marginalised People / Encounters at the Margins: Situating the Researcher Under
Conditions of Aid / Marginalisation(s) at the Margins: Studying Identity, Ethnicity and
Conflict in Rural Bolivia / Under Threat: Working in Dangerous Environments / Perceiving
Threats to Health in the Field / Children in the Streets: Bridging the Ethical Dilemmas of
Dangerous Fieldwork through Activism / Beyond the Ivory Tower: Fieldwork in Development
Practice / Multipositionality in the 'Field' / Encountering Failure

Research, Impact and Politics in
Violently Divided Societies
Edited by Kenneth Bush University of
York and Colleen Duggan International
Development Research Centre, Ottawa
Featuring case studies written by those on
the front lines of applied research, this book
explores the challenges of identifying and
evaluating the positive and negative impacts of research in a broad
range of conflict-affected societies driven by armed conflict, political
depredation and social violence.

December 2016 • 264 pages
Cloth (9781473906662) • £85.00
Paper (9781473906679) • £29.99

October 2015 • 348 pages
Cloth (9789351503941) • £38.00

100%

NEW!

The Essay Writing Kit
9:45 AM

The one-stop toolkit for improving academic writing.

For more information and a demo go to

iPad

• VLE compatible interactive writing course
• Improves students’ academic writing skills
• Includes videos, test questions and exercises

study.sagepub.com/theessaywritingkit
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Help students discover the
secrets to successful study

“A necessity for every
undergraduate student”

“A great practical guide for
students at all levels”

“The best new book of
its kind on the market”

“Really useful and
comprehensive guide”

- Dr Chuma Osuchukwu,
London School of Business
and Management

- Caroline Brooks, Sheffield
Hallam University

- Dr Kate Daniels,
Cambridge University

- Julie Watson, University
of Southampton

DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR
EXTRA SUPPORT!
• Interactive writing course
• Companion websites
• Facebook

SAGE Study Skills are essential study guides for students of all levels. From how to write great essays and
succeeding at university, to writing their dissertation and conducting a literature review, SAGE Study Skills help
students reach their full potential at university.

Discover more about the series at sagepub.co.uk/studyskills

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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